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Abstract

Computer-assisted methods have become

very important in analyzing biosequence

data. However, most of the current methods

are limited to �nding motifs only. Genes can

be regulated in many ways, including combi-

nations of regulatory elements. This research

is aimed at combinatorial motif analysis and

hypothesis generation. A genome-wide gene

expression analysis demonstrated the value of

the studies of motif combinations and classi-

�cation hypotheses.

1 Introduction

The advance of the microarray and the genechip tech-

nology provides a view of changes in gene expression

on a genomic scale. As more is learned about the

functions of every gene in the entire genome, we have

the ability to gain insight into a cell's response to a

changing environment through its global gene expres-

sion patterns. Potential applications include predict-

ing drug interaction or drug resistance, exploring im-

mune systems, etc. We �rst propose using multiple

objective functions to detect meaningful motifs from

sequences. Our experimental results demonstrated the

synergy of the information content and the multiplic-

ity signi�cance helps maintain the balance between the

consensus quality and the over-representation of mo-

tifs. To learn beyond how genes behave in the course

of time on a genomic scale, we propose a novel view

of the gene regulation analysis. With the assistance of

the genechip technology, genes could be grouped into

families according to di�erent temporal patterns. Our

analysis of gene regulation is focused on the search for

signi�cant combinatorial motifs involved in the reg-

ulation as well as potential hypotheses of how the

gene regulation is related to the motifs. This type

of analyses not only complement the global study of

the changes of gene expression by looking into the in-

volvement of combinatorial motifs in regulation, but

also suggest to biologists further biological tests on

the genes through the inference from the hypotheses

produced by the analyses.

We tested the integrated system on the regulation of

thermal stress response in yeat genome. The exper-

imental results showed that our new motif-detecting

method (GPMD) outperformed several current rep-

resentative motif-�ndinf algorithms, including CON-

SENSUS (Hertz et. al., 1995), Gibbs (Lawrence et.

al., 1993) and MEME (Bailey and Elkan, 1995). The

integration of GPMD, GPCI (Hu, 1998) and C4.5

(Quinlan, 1993) successfully generated useful hypothe-

ses for biologists.
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